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Automobile Ford Focus Owner's Manual pages. Page 2: Table Of Contents Errors and
omissions excepted. If this is The Focus ST is the first vehicle to emerge from this group and
represents the best of what Ford performance has to offer from around the globe. Your Focus
ST has been Page 7: Gauges Turbocharger boost gauge Indicates the added intake pressure
provided by the turbocharger. Rear stabilizer bar 22 mm diameter. Start the engine, then press
the brake pedal and release the parking brake. Move the transmission selector lever to position
1, then slowly release the clutch pedal while slowly pressing on the accelerator. Overboost is
built into the engine calibration on the Focus ST and no action is required by the driver to
engage. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. Page 17 They are not designed for
winter use on ice or snow and cannot be used with snow chains. Page Roadside Emergencies
When towing with a flatbed, 4 x 4 blocks may help prevent damage when loading or unloading
your vehicle. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt
towing procedure. Page Maintenance B. Engine oil filler cap C. Brake and clutch fluid reservoir
D. Battery E. Power distribution box F. Air filter assembly G. Engine oil dipstick H. It is not
recommended that a trailer of any size or weight be towed. Ford does not recommend the use of
hydrometers or coolant test strips for measuring coolant concentrations. Note: Coolant
expands when it is hot. The level may extend beyond the MAX mark. The use of an improper
coolant may harm engine and cooling system components and may void the warranty. Any
pressure will escape as you unscrew the cap. Add prediluted engine coolant meeting the Ford
specification. See Capacities and Specifications for more information. Whenever coolant has
been added, the coolant level in the coolant reservoir should be checked the next few times you
drive the vehicle. Page 26 Your cooling system may have a leak. Operating an engine with a low
level of coolant can result in engine overheating and possible engine damage. The use of a
non-specified oil filter can result in engine damage. This information is covered in its entirety in
the warranty information. Print page 1 Print document 29 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The
Focus ST is a real sports car with a six-speed manual and mph top speed honed on German
autobahns. It also has a fluid and capable handling balance, thanks to intensive tuning on the
moonscape that is U. As the Fiesta ST fails to generate meaningful excitement and buzz, can the
pound-feet of torque in the hottest Focus ST tempt a new generation of power-hungry drivers?
The delayed U. Better late than never. The Focus ST is by far the best-looking Focus available,
thanks to the deep body kit, redesigned bumpers and fascias, a big wheel package, a vented
rear spoiler and the Star Wars-inspired rear exhaust pipe. A few unique colors are available
including the bright yellow in these images. Overall, it is the ST-exclusive nose design that most
sets the performance model apart from base five-door and sedan Focus models. The non-ST
Focuses continue with the slim top grille and a lower trapezoidal grille below with painted
structure lines. It is a relief that the look did not migrate to the rest of the Focus range and helps
the ST be exclusive on the road. The only critical exterior option is the headlight upgrade. This
option was a very late addition to the model so will usually mark out the versus the earliest U. In
profile, the ST looks incredible, thanks to deep, sculpted rocker panel extensions that flow
smoothly into the rear bumper. This helps increase the masculinity of the glasshouse
significantly. The overall design of the new Focus hatchback has a dramatic roofline taper
toward the back. The roof pinches down pretty aggressively behind the back seat and the huge
spoiler helps make the car look great from the rear three-quarter angle. The rear bumper is
another ST-exclusive item and comes with some racy vents and, of course, that center-mounted
exhaust tip. The shape is gorgeous and the satin brightwork looks fresh and expensive versus a
normal chrome tip. The ST is as successful at revamping the interior as it is on the exterior. The
most noteworthy changes are the much higher equipment levels, standard leather-wrapped
wheel and gearstick, and an extra gauge cluster on the dash that includes a boost gauge. The
red needles and the white gauge lighting looks really fresh versus the base Focus, as does the
extensive piano black trim throughout the cabin. Other ST-branded elements appear on the
steering wheel, screen graphics and the nice-looking gearstick. Overall, the interior design of
the Focus is a little messy with many contrasting shapes that do not gel together as well as
some other recent Fords. The major tech options include the nav system upgrade into MyFord
Touch and a better speaker stereo with a subwoofer. Both good to buy upfront versus installing
them as aftermarket options. Besides those individual options, the most relevant performance
enhancements are the ST2 and ST3 packages. All ST models get standard Recaro seats with
deep and supportive bolsters to keep drivers planted during fast driving. The standard buckets
are cloth but upgradable to half-leather on the ST2 and full leather on the ST3. Lastly, the trunk
of the Focus ST is awesome and will come in handy very often. It packs Audi Q5-level space
with 24 cubic-feet behind the seats and nearly 45 cubic feet with them folded. The Focus ST is
both fast and entertaining to drive hard. Its sharp turn-in makes it a threat on the track and the

sprint performance is very good too. The 2. The power numbers are both up by about 20 from
the pre-release estimates of horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The Focus ST includes a
second over-boost in higher gears like the Fiesta ST that increases the max turbo pressure from
about 13 psi up to Various Focus ST forums have researched the maximum sustained boost
pressure that this engine can handle. They note plus horsepower increases up to 19 psi with a
better intake and exhaust, but serious diminishing returns after 20 psi. The Focus ST is able to
manage the extra turbo heat that comes from increasing boost. This is because the
front-mounted intercooler is able to cool the charged air better than a top-mounted intercooler,
such as on the Subaru WRX. As with all tuned cars, expect the clutch to need upgrading very
soon after increasing the boost. The Ford has deep levels of technical knowledge in its front
suspension and electric power steering to both limit torque steer and also give the ST great
abilities on fast laps. Even so, the boost is limited to about 9 psi in the first three gears.
Brake-based electronic torque vectoring leaves the ST less composed than some of the best hot
hatchbacks when trying to power out of slippery corners. Limited-slip diffs are not a catch-all fix
for powerful front-drive cars like this. They bring their own brand of weaving under braking and
some grittiness on hard lock. The brakes are big and firm-feeling under pedal pressure. A
six-speed manual is the only available transmission and will delight the legions of sports-car
fans. The ST has not gone through the full crash test regimen because it shares all structural
designs with standard Focus hatchbacks. The Focus benefits from being a global car that can
ace all the various global crash testing standards. The stability control of the ST is unique in a
mainstream Ford model by offering three levels of assistance: normal, track and fully off. The
sport setting is designed to allow generous slip angles and will not electronically cut engine
power to a spinning wheel like the standard mode. Full off is exactly what it sounds like. The U.
The next generation of both the Subaru and the VW are almost ready and tipped to arrive this
fall and next spring, respectively. The WRX is now a unique model line apart from the Impreza
and expected to have plus horsepower from its boxer four. The spy shots reveal a much more
conservative roofline than the concept and a body shape that somehow seems too big for the
car, wheels and wheel tracks underneath. The new GTI is almost old news despite not going on
sale in the United States for nearly another year. For the seventh-gen GTI, the car has switched
to the new MQB modular platform and added about 20 horsepower for a total. The car still is
under-labelled and makes big torque from very low in the rev range. The GTI has never been
very quick despite its reputation and a projected 6. The Focus ST is a cult car and a hero among
car enthusiasts across the globe. By packaging such a satisfying drive and great acceleration
into an already-practical car, Ford has answered the wishes of U. The ST-exclusive upgrade list
is deep enough that the car will remain unique on the road and also from other modified base
Focus models. More than just the body kit, the interior mods like Recaro buckets and the extra
gauges really help this car stand out from the competition. Will the next WRX be faster in
sprints? Will the next GTI have a better-quality cabin than the Ford? The answer is yes. Where
the Focus really makes sense is a nimble, track-friendly car that is fast and has great dynamic
balance. The GTI is great but in order to sell it in the U. The power pack and limited slip are
virtually guaranteed to not cross the pond. The Focus ST delivers the best of both worlds, while
also packing a sharp and unique style all its own. Game on, WRX. The chassis, engine, sound
and comfort of the car are tuned to deliver a truly sporty experience combined with a high level
of refinement. These same attributes will form the genetic code for future Ford models that wear
the ST badge. Focus ST is powered by a 2. The mph performance car achieves an outstanding
EPA-estimated rating of 23 mpg city and 32 mpg highway, with horsepower and lb.
High-pressure direct injection, low-inertia turbocharging and twin independent variable
camshaft timing create an advanced combustion system that brings high levels of performance
and fuel efficiency. Mated to the 2. The Global Performance Vehicles group paid significant
attention to detail in ensuring the ratio of sixth gear was perfectly in tune with Focus ST, giving
the driver optimum performance while remaining long enough to help maintain excellent fuel
economy. A significant part of this process is the famed sound symposer, first found on the
previous Focus ST and subsequently employed on the European Focus RS and RS models.
Driving dynamics are at the heart of Focus ST. Innovation and technology combine to create a
chassis capable of exceeding the expectations of the most demanding driving enthusiast, while
giving even novice motorists an unforgettable drive. This variable-ratio steering rack is
designed to increase the agility of Focus ST on winding roads, yet still inspire the same
high-speed confidence. The interior of the core Focus model is designed with a cockpit feel. In
the ST, that sporty feeling is heightened with everything the driver touches and feels,
reinforcing that it is unmistakably an ST model. Details range from specially designed pedals,
steering wheel and gearshift. The darker headline and trim on the pillars, an integral part of ST
design DNA, adds to the performance driving feel. Your browser does not support HTML5 video.

Wheelbase Length Width Height Weight pounds Drag Coefficient 0. EPA Cargo Volume Engine
Size and Type 2. Read More. View the full press release Hide press release. What do you think?
Car Finder:. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist
job. Extended warranties available upon request as well. Over Ebay id's have been reported to
Ebay for copyright infringement and identical wording layout. Simply put? We set the standard!
Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item. Ships to:. This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is
responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist
Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Dec 27, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. You can see most other accounts copy our exact
layout. Why buy from anyone else?????? CRAIG Awesome color and ready for its new owner.
Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights
reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not
responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any
questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Ended:
Dec 27, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. Item location: Livonia, Michigan, United States. Seller: michael-s2 Seller's
other items. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Edin was an
awesome salesperson! Very professional helpful service from start to finish. Very professional
and willing to help. I would check him out if looking for a vehicle. Very nice, well knowledgeable,
Answered every question I had. Was able to purchase truck I was looking at. There was no
pressure from the whole team. I was contacted quickly by the sales dept. They answered the
questions I had about the vehicle and offered me options that fit my needs. We drove over two
hours to check out and potentially buy a car. When we got there the dealer informed us
someone else just got approved! Poor communication and a wasted day is all we experienced
through this dealership. Overall our experience was good. I can't fault them at all. The only
issue we had is that we paid more than we expected to pay. But that had nothing to do with the
people and the experience. Moise helped us get the vehicle we wanted. Overall I would
recommend. But I do have to say even though we paid more than expected they did negotiate
and help me out. Vehicle was clean and top notch. I worked with Marcus. He was great and
broke the stereotypes you expect when car shopping. I was honestly sad I didn't like the car
because I wouldve loved to give him my business. Will definitely be keeping an eye out to see if
I like anything else they get in. My real star rating for this dealership is 0. Communicated great
and had an amazing video on their website. I did not buy their vehicle but the communication
was great! Sold nice truck with bald tires and claimed it was not their responsibility even though
trade had brand new tires. And had blow out in mountain 45 min away from dealer and 1hour
and 30min from home. Emailed dealer and called no response or concern. I bought this Tahoe
brought it home to find out that it needed Someone had broken bolts out of the exhaust
manifolds and used washers and putty to hide it. No way to tell until you put it on a lift and look
at it. It looked and sounded good good enough to get it sold. Buyer be ware I guess. Never buy
from them again. They were knowledgeable and friendly. The car didn't end up being what we
were looking for but I appreciated the helpfulness of the associate that we spoke with. I had a
great experience by helpful and knowledgeable staff. Would definitely buy here again. They
replied promptly, asked my interests, I told them my situation, had my financing ready just had
other questions. Cant really rate them though. Allen was very professional and very helpful but
we found a Explorer Limited with the features we wanted in a more favorable color. Very quick
reply and friendly service. I like him very much. I'm just waiting for the bank, or a bank to
approve me. He has been doing a good job. The car I wanted to see was parked in behind 7
other cars, and the associate had no interest in getting it out so I could drive it. The car had not
been started or driven in months, according to the associate, and backfired when I started it. I
was told the car was clean and in good condition. Only after driving for an hour and a half to
view it did I discover that the vehicle was in horrible condition. By far the best experience
during my car buying journey. As versatile as all-wheel-drive AWD crossovers may be, some car
buyers simply want a small, efficient car that will serve as a reliable daily commuter without
breaking the bank. For model years through , the Ford Focus was one option those folks could
consider. Introduced as a successor to the Ford Escort , the front-wheel-drive FWD ,
5-passenger Focus debuted in three body stylesâ€”sedan, hatchback, wagonâ€”with power
coming from a fuel-efficient 4-cylinder engine. Over the years, the car was improved with more

features, updated styling, and increasingly impressive performance models. Our reviewer
recognized the car as a performance bargain with some ergonomic limitations, and he gave it an
overall score of 7. CarGurus also tested more mainstream Focus versions for the model years,
awarding those cars overall scores of 7. Pros : Handling latest generation , varied body-style
options and trim levels, fuel economy, performance models Cons : Tight interior, layout of
controls and instrumentation, complicated infotainment system, transmission issues. All
examples featured an all-new chassis with torque vectoring engineered to improve handling,
and a new 2. Depending on the configuration, transmission choices included a 5-speed manual
or PowerShift dual-clutch 6-speed automated manual. A Focus Electric model debuted, as well,
offered in limited markets and with a driving range of about 75 miles. The Focus greeted the
model year with a broader availability of the 5-speed manual transmission. More importantly,
Ford launched the Focus ST hatchback with a sport-tuned suspension, 6-speed manual
gearbox, and turbocharged version of the 2. Minor changes followed in , but brought a mild
refresh with revised exterior styling, highlighted by a front end more closely resembling the
Fusion sedan. Available under the hood was a new horsepower turbocharged 1. For , the Ford
Focus was treated to an updated infotainment system, and buyers could couple the 3-cylinder
engine with the automatic transmission. On the opposite end of the spectrum was the all-new,
rally-inspired Ford Focus RS with its standard AWD system and horsepower 2. The sole
transmission choice was the 6-speed manual. CarGurus tested the Focus and recommended the
SE hatchback as the best configuration, yet noted that the competing Hyundai Elantra provided
buyers with a better overall value. In its last 2 years of availability in the U. Ford discontinued
the Focus after Though this generation of the Focus had plenty of strengths, two significant
mechanical issues should be noted. Some Focus RS models, for example, suffered from failed
head gaskets. Ford covered any related repairs under warranty. More widespread were
complaints about the automated-manual transmission, particularly for model years Drivers had
problems ranging from irregular shifts to complete transmission failure, which lead to a
class-action lawsuit being filed. Ford provided an extended warranty and made improvements in
later years, but many Focus owners were left with nothing more than a faulty transmission. The
EPA suggested drivers would see up to 32 mpg on the highway. Traction control was added in
A 5-door SVT hatchback arrived in , followed by an available horsepower 2. The Focus changed
little for the and model years. By , the Focus was a little long in the tooth and ready for a bit of
cosmetic surgery, so Ford responded with more noticeable styling changes and the
introduction of a 2-door coupe. A 4-door sedan continued to be offered, but the wagon and
hatchbacks were gone, as were the SVT and ST models. What remained was a rather bland Ford
Focus with either or horsepower depending on transmission selection , and an EPA highway
rating of 35 mpg. The coupe saw a few more nips and tucks for and was dropped after The
Focus sedan was carried over through , which marked the end of the first-generation model.
Even in , when the Focus was being discontinued in the U. For perspective, Honda sold more
than , Civics that year. Competitors for the Focus changed a bit over its year run, with the
Chevrolet Cruze and Dodge Dart being two that suffered the same fate as the Focus. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Manual Ford Focus listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Private
Seller: Terrance. Lexington, SC Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Pros : Handling latest generation
, varied body-style options and trim levels, fuel economy, performance models Cons : Tight
interior, layout of controls and instrumentation, complicated infotainment system, transmission
issues Model Generations Ford Focus: 2nd Generation Last redesigned for the model year, the
second-generation Ford Focus was available as a FWD 4-door sedan or 5-door hatchback in S,
SE, SEL, and Titanium trim levels. Read more. For as red-hot and competitive as the
economy-car segment is, success in this corner of the market is based on some pretty
mundane variables. It comes down to things like fuel economy, price, number a. Engineered in
Europe, built in Michigan, and available in a variety of configurations, the refreshed Ford Focus
is a more sophisticated automobile than many people likely expect. Forget what you. Still rolling
on a redesign that saw it noted as the w. Ford Focus Reviews Review. Incredible value for the
money. I love my Ford Focus. It has been one of the most reliable cars I have ever owned. I have

had mine for 8 years. The only things I have had to do to it is regular oil changes, fluid fills, and
replace the brakes and tires once. The only thing I would say needs to be improved is that it
could be a more quiet ride. I think the Focus is underrated. You get some of the same qualities
as higher priced vehicles but at cheaper prices. It also has a smooth ride and handles great! Im
very pleased! Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford
dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers
in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in
Washington DC. Very comfortable and safe. Rides a little funny because of the transmission,
which is under recall. Overall though, it has been a reliable car that I have been happy with
purchasing. If I had to start over again, I would have spent more to get a , since the has so many
problems with recall notices. I really like my car a lot it has a lot of trunk space and is the
perfect size. The only problem is the steering wheels shaking when I am not going fast like at
stoplights which also causes the mirror to shake and it annoying. It is very comfortable to sit in
and drive very well I would recommend this car. It is a good card, but it could be better. It is
slightly comfortable, but could be much roomier. The back seats are definitely not as
comfortable as the driver and passenger seats. I am not a fan of the control panel. The screen is
too much and there is not much function. Overall, it works like it should, but I have had to get it
repaired do not remember the reason. The transmission has also had issues. In short, the car
does not drive as smooth. I would not. I purchased the Ford Focus from someone. It had
numerous problems that weren't disclosed at time of purchase. Some were major problems. The
air conditioner didn't work, the radio didn't work. The transmission needed work done to it
because it broke down and would not shift or run right. I feel like the person sold me a lemon.
I've put thousands of dollars into this car and for a , it shouldn't have been like that. There were
some recalls that needed fixed as well. After owning many fords, I feel as though my current
focus is a lemon. After many issues with lights popping on about tires and brakes needing to be
fixed without any problems found, I decided to be safe and just replace all tires and the brakes.
A costly venture for a car without 4 wheel drive. The focus has heated front seats and a winter
package which is great for our winters. The gas mileage is good and is stable on the road. The
body has not rusted and looks almost new. The car handles well and all weather. We have had
no problems with it. I bought the Ford Focus SE from the dealer while there was an active recall
on the defective dual clutch transmission. I was not notified of this until I had taken it in to be
repaired, which at that time I was also told I would have to come out of pocket for the costs. I'm
still dealing with trying to get Ford to buy back my vehicle. I have hardly ever had any issues
with my focus. The interior is gorgeous and the display is perfect. The best part about this car is
it is gas mileage I average It is a good family car and perfect for road trips. The trunk provides a
great amount of space for everything from your daily necessities all the way to your road trip
wants. I will say the gas pedal is touchier than lots of other cars, while the brake is less
immediately responsive. However, everything else about the vehicle is great! I plan on driving
this car until it literally will not drive anymore. You can have fun in this vehicle, this vehicle will
change your life! If you buy this vehicle, you will be the happiest buyer in the world. Buy this
vehicle as soon as possible! This is the smoothest riding vehicle I have ever rode in. Please
invest in ford vehicles, you would never regret it! I do not any complaints regarding this car. The
car can maneuver very and handles sharp turns. The gas mileage allows me to travel
economically. Overall, I feel that I made decision by leasing this car. Easy to drive and handy.
Gas saver and fast to drive. Has good engine performance. Good vehicle. I don't have any
problem. I love it. I am very comfortable in driving anywhere and easy to park because of its
size. Shape of this car is beautiful and perfect vehicle for me. I feel like over all the car is really
reliable. Not only is it good in gas but easy to maintain. However there have been a few minor
problems with my transmission and for some reason my passenger side window will not roll
itself up and down but the driver can roll it down. It is a solid car and gets the job done.
However, having given up a more powerful vehicle, this one just does not have enough 'go'
when you need it. If a four-cylinder can get you around town and around the suburbs, this will
be a fine vehicle. Tougher when it comes to speed, acceleration, and handling in wet weather
conditions. It also is low on space: with myself as a long-legged driver, the seat not a power
seat must be nearly all the way back, leaving hardly any room for a passenger behind the driver.
There is also little space in the console and glove box, which means there's no space for a CD
collection do people still use those? Speaking of, the sound system is fine, radio is good, but
the Bluetooth and auxiliary features are tricky to learn how to use. There was a factory recall
which was addressed and fixed free of charge, but beyond that, it has been largely without
major issue thus far. Initially I really loved my car. But as time went on ford realized they were
discontinuing the model and there was recalls and problems with multiple areas of the vehicle
that make it unsafe. You have to make sure your gas never goes below half tank otherwise the

car will start to shutter. It is quite scary sometimes. Very reliable car. The performance and gas
mileage is top notch and accelerates pretty fast for a boring ford. It looks pretty boring nothing
special about its looks but you are not buying a ford focus for its looks. Car is comfortable and
has a normal amount of storage in the trunk easily fitting golf clubs or something of that size.
Beautiful design, Bluetooth, phone hook up available. Adjustable radio amazing bass speakers
front and back. Good size trunk. Nice paint job. Did have a few recalls nothing that was a big
deal. Overall very good on gas smooth driving good handling and reasonable price. I think
focus's are great little starter cars for kids, or for commuting to work. I have had mine for almost
6 years now and have never had a problem. The transmission is run on a belt system so the
stars can feel rough at first, but you do learn to drive on it. Nothing is wrong it is just how the
transmission runs. I love my little focus and do not plan on getting rid of it anytime soon. The
ford focus is a comfortable ride which combines performance and comfort all-in-one. The
vehicle is reliable but many have a recall for the transmission and need to be replaced. The
infotainment system can also be confusing without a proper owners manual and video guides.
However the ride is smooth and the hatchback is very spacious it can haul many big loads. It is
a manual, so there is not any transmissions problems, but there are 3 recalls for the year of the
vehicle. Regardless of those, I would highly recommend this vehicle if it is a manual. The
performance is amazing with good gas mileage depending on how you drive. It is been super
reliable since we got it, besides a few things. The comfort is okay, I wish the driver seat had
more back support. It does have Bluetooth and satellite radio. However, you have to pay for the
satellite radio. The normal radio is pretty good too, very clear. The one problem I have with this
car is that the screens inside. You cannot decrease the brightness of them which is problematic
at night. A mechanical issue I have had with this car is the computer harness, the wires for it
were put too close together and over time, it caused the computer harness to short out. It would
lurch like a new manual driver would when you wouldn't be touching the clutch because that
part is a safety measure so you do not hurt the engine. If the wires were moved, the car wouldn't
start. Fortunately, it was easy to fix. This car is not reliable at all. In the year and a half or so I
have had it I have already had to replace the engine, the clutch, a tire rod, and a line because
there was an oil leak. On top of that the tires are not good at all no matter what brand or type
you get. The car runs through tires like they are nothing. It is good on gas mileage and has the
flex fuel option which tremendously helps with your miles per gallon. A couple things that I do
like is that it has changing interior lights. It also had heated leather seats. Another thing I like
about this car is the Bluetooth audio. The seats are not the most comfortable and the headrest
is very stiff. My vehicle actually works pretty great no problems just a few breakdowns that is
most vehicles. It works fine drives fast has a good color beautiful. Makes loud noise love the
wheels on my car hopefully no get it back in time to drive it again. I need a car for work and my
car broke down. It was a cheap car, that has many recalled parts, but they were all fixed free of
charge. It is comfortable, but I am a big guy, and it is really a compact car, so not ideal, but I've
adjusted since. The Bluetooth did not work even new, so that was really rough. It is an amazing
car, it does not give me any trouble, it is great on gas, and it is perfect for everyday use. I drive
it to work everyday with absolutely no issues. It comes with featured multi-colored lights along
the doors, cup holders and floor boards which is insanely cool. Change Year. Owner Reviews
See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews.
Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews.
Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest
Rating. Lowest Rating. Riley F wrote on February 9, Megan J wrote on January 11, Jazlyn R
wrote on January 4, John Smith wrote on January 3, Diane wrote on December 31, Casey R
wrote on December 27, Michael W wrote on December 14, Michael B wrote on December 5,
Autumn B wrote on November 14, Charles W wrote on October 9, Jaylen B wrote on October 9,
Chris K wrote on October 9, Ivy C wrote on October 9, Vivian C wrote on October 8, Brandon H
wrote on October 8, Jami Y wrote on October 8, Rob G wrote on October 7, Adriana B wrote on
October 7, Aubrie E wrote on October 6, Caleb H wrote on October 6, Cary C wrote on October
5, Mathew I wrote on October 5, Asyltas A wrote on October 5, Caden M wrote on October 4,
Continue to Overview. Ford Focus Factory Service Repair Manual Download Covers: The
manual corresponds to the Third generation version , this manual applies to all models until you
can see the technical data on wikipedia and on the purchase page. This handbook consists of
all the needed directions required for any type of repair work your car may call for from bumper
to bumper. This coincides program the technicians and also technicians use to diagnose and
also fix your automobile. Whether its routine upkeep, such as tu
2005 hyundai sonata battery
general wire cable
2004 f350 steering box

ne-ups as well as brake solution, or a lot more comprehensive repairs including engine and
also transmission disassembly. This software application provides the most reliable details to
perform the task. This manual covers every service and repair imaginable, from oil changes to
rebuilding the transmission. Accurate, clear as well as concise text, incorporated with pictures,
make it possible for any individual with also a little fundamental mechanical knowledge to
securely and effortlessly solution as well as fix their vehicle. Comprehensive representations,
comprehensive illustrations, and all the makers specifications and technical info you will need
is included. Your email address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. The datasheet here: ford Ford Emphasis as well as
all trims covered, even the ST. All include in 1 PDF data with Index!!! Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Search for:.

